The Long Game
Pope Francis’s vision of synodality
By Cardinal Joseph W. Tobin
(The first in a three part series)
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The longer Francis is pope, the clearer certain aspects of his pontificate’s program have become, even
if they were evident from the beginning. Take the following example. In 2013, an editorial cartoon visualized the election of the new pope with an illustration of the planet Earth, seen from space with
Pope Francis standing like a giant at one of its poles and South America most prominently visible
among Earth’s geography. To achieve this visual effect, to bring South America to the fore—as the
election of the new pope from Argentina had done—the cartoonist, David Horsey, made a somewhat
prophetic artistic choice. Despite appearing at the top of the frame, Pope Francis is standing on the
South Pole, and the world is turned upside down.
This cartoon appeared three years before the election of Donald Trump and the chaos that unleashed;
five years before the latest resurgence of the Church’s abuse crisis in places like Chile and, yes, Newark; and seven years before the COVID-19 pandemic. We have learned what it is for the world to be
turned upside down. But each of those events has also clarified why God would send us this shepherd
from the Southern Hemisphere. In early 2013, we thought it was about institutional reform, an outsider who could whip the curial crew into shape and get the Church back on course. In 2016, as Donald
Trump, Rodrigo Duterte, and other demagogues strutted into power, we could see clearly that Pope
Francis—a man who witnessed the horrors of Argentina’s Dirty War up close—could prophetically
offer an alternative to this dark, brutalizing worldview. He could warn us that alliances of convenience
with dictators have always ended in tears, death, and loss of the Gospel essence. In 2018, with the resurgence of the abuse crisis, we again saw Francis through the lens of institutional reformer, even
though he very clearly saw himself as having a much deeper role than just an administrative one. And
when COVID-19 brought the planet to a halt, we saw haunting images of a man in white, walking alone
through an empty, rain-soaked square, begging God for mercy and deliverance.
The longer and further we journey together, the more we encounter together, the clearer things become. Of the words that keep coming up along this journey of the bishop of Rome and the People of
God together—mercy, joy, discernment, formation, dialogue—the most misunderstood is
“synodality.” By now, “synodality” is a word closely associated with this papacy. Francis keeps calling
for a more decentralized Church, one marked by collaboration and consultative decision-making, a
functionality we generally associate more with the horizontal structures of the churches of the East
than the top-down Roman hierarchy of the West.
In eight years, the pontificate of Francis has featured five synodal gatherings, including the 2014 and
2015 Synods of Bishops on the Family, which explored the essential evangelizing role of the family and
the human problems that can get in the way, all of it masterfully summarized in his beautiful exhortation, Amoris laetitia; the Synod on Young People in 2018, which sought to better integrate young people’s journeys and struggles into how we as a Church accompany them; and the 2019 Synod on the
Amazon, which centred voices from the world’s peripheries and gave us a crash course in how pernicious the forces of exclusion can be toward these brothers and sisters in Christ.
Cardinal Joseph W. Tobin was installed as the Archbishop of Newark, N.J., in January 2017. This essay has
been adapted by Commonweal from the Cardinal Bernardin Common Cause Address delivered by Cardinal Tobin
on May 3, 2021, at Loyola University, Chicago.
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